American Studies

A Worldly Affair

Religion, Law, USA

May 2019 248pp 16-page color inserts,
35 b&w illus.
9780823284320 £15.99 NIP

North American Religions
July 2019 336pp
9781479891399 £27.99 PB
9781479893362 £82.00 HB

New York, the United Nations, and the
Story Behind Their Unlikely Bond
Pamela Hanlon

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

For more than 7 decades, New York
City and the United Nations have
shared the island of Manhattan, living
and working together in a bond that
has been likened to a long marriage—
both tempestuous and supportive,
quarrelsome and committed.
A Worldly Aﬀair tells the story of this
hot and cold romance, from the 1940s
when Mayor Fiorello La Guardia was
doggedly determined to bring the new
world body to New York, to the UN’s
ﬂat rejection of the city’s oﬀer, then its
abrupt change of course in the face of
a Rockefeller gift, and on to some
tense, troubling decades that
followed.
Racial prejudice and anti-Communist
passions challenged the young
international institution. Spies,
scoﬄaw diplomats, provocative
foreign visitors, and controversial UNmember policy positions tested New
Yorkers’ patience. And all the while,
the UN’s growth—from its original 51
member states to 193 by 2017—
placed demands on the surrounding
metropolis for everything from more
oﬃce space, to more security, to
better housing and schools for the
international community’s children.

Isaac Weiner
Edited by Joshua Dubler

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Why religion? Why law? Why now? In
recent years, the United States has
witnessed a number of high-proﬁle
court cases involving religion, forcing
Americans to grapple with questions
regarding the relationship between
religion and law. This volume maps the
contemporary interplay of religion and
law within the study of American
religions.
What rights are protected by the
Constitution’s free exercise clause?
What are the boundaries of religion,
and what is the constitutional basis for
protecting some religious beliefs but
not others? What characterizes a
religious-studies approach to religion
and law today? What is gained by
approaching law from the vantage
point of religious studies, and what
does attention to the law oﬀer back to
scholars of religion? Religion, Law,
USA considers all these questions and
more.
Each chapter considers a speciﬁc
keyword in the study of religion and
law, such as “conscience,”
“establishment,” “secularity,” and
“personhood.” Contributors consider
case studies related to each term, and
then expand their analyses to discuss
broader implications for the practice
and study of American religion.

Spring| Summer 2019

Represented

The Black Imagemakers Who
Reimagined African American
Citizenship
Brenna Wynn Greer

American Business, Politics, and Society
June 2019 336pp 61 illus.
9780812251432 £27.99 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

In Represented, Brenna Wynn Greer
explores how black entrepreneurs
produced magazines, photographs,
and advertising that forged a close
association between blackness and
Americanness. In particular, they
popularized conceptions of African
Americans as enthusiastic consumers,
a status essential to postwar
citizenship claims. But their media
creations were complicated: subject to
marketplace dictates, they often relied
on gender, class, and family
stereotypes. Demand for such
representations came not only from
corporate and government clients to
fuel mass consumerism and attract
support for national eﬀorts, such as
the ﬁght against fascism, but also from
African Americans who sought
depictions of blackness to counter
racist ideas that undermined their
rights and their national belonging as
citizens.
The story of how black capitalists
made the market work for racial
progress on their way to making
money reminds us that the path to
civil rights involved commercial
endeavors as well as social and
political activism.
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Songs of Profit, Songs of Loss
Private Equity, Wealth, and Inequality
Daniel Souleles

Anthropology of Contemporary North
America
June 2019 270pp 4 illus., 6 tables
9781496214782 £27.99 PB
9781496214560 £54.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Since the early 1980s, private equity
investors have heralded and
shepherded massive changes in
American capitalism. From
outsourcing to excessive debt taking,
private equity investment helped
normalize once-taboo business
strategies while growing into an over
$3 trillion industry in control of
thousands of companies and millions
of workers.
Daniel Scott Souleles opens a window
into the rareﬁed world of private
equity investing through ethnographic
ﬁeldwork on private equity ﬁnanciers.
Songs of Proﬁt, Songs of Loss
documents how and why investors
buy, manage, and sell the companies
that they do; presents the ins and outs
of private equity deals, management,
and valuation; and explains the
historical context that gave rise to
private equity and other forms of
investor-led capitalism.

Cover image

forthcoming

A Brotherhood of Liberty

A Fiery Gospel

America in the Nineteenth Century
June 2019 248pp 14 illus.
9780812251395 £33.00 HB

Religion and American Public Life
May 2019 296pp 22 b&w halftones
9781501736414 £22.99 HB

Black Reconstruction and Its Legacies
in Baltimore, 1865-1920
Dennis Patrick Halpin

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Halpin shifts the focus of the black
freedom struggle to the Upper South
to argue that Baltimore is key to
understanding the trajectory of civil
rights from 1865-1920. Tracing the
civil rights victories of black
Baltimoreans, this book highlights the
strategies that continue to be useful
today.

Catholic Social Activism

Progressive Movements in the United
States
Sharon Erickson Nepstad

August 2019 224pp
9781479879229 £22.99 PB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book provides a concise history of
progressively oriented Catholic Social
Thought, which conveys the Catholic
Church’s position on a variety of social
justice concerns. Sharon Erickson
Nepstad introduces key papal
encyclicals and other church
documents, showing how lay Catholics
in the United States have put these
ideas into practice through a creative
and sometimes provocative political
engagement.

The Battle Hymn of the Republic and
the Road to Righteous War
Richard M. Gamble

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Since its composition in 1861, Julia
Ward Howe’s “Battle Hymn of the
Republic” has been used to make
America and its wars sacred. In A Fiery
Gospel, Gamble describes how this
camp-meeting tune, paired with
Howe’s evocative lyrics, became one
of the most eﬀective instruments of
religious nationalism.

Class, Race, and the Civil
Rights Movement, Second
Edition
Jack M. Bloom
Foreword by
Richard Gordon Hatcher

Blacks in the Diaspora
August 2019 368pp
9780253042460 £24.99 PB
9780253042507 £66.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Race, Class, and the Civil Rights
Movement is a unique sociohistorical
analysis of the civil rights movement in
the US. In it Jack M. Bloom analyzes
the interaction between the economy
and political systems in the South,
which led to racial stratiﬁcation.

America the Fair

Using Brain Science to Create a More
Just Nation
Dan Meegan
April 2019 208pp
9781501735479 £13.99 PB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

What makes a person liberal or
conservative? Why does the
Democratic Party scare oﬀ so many
possible supporters? Tapping into a
pop culture zeitgeist; through popular
science and the human brain; to our
political predilections, arguments, and
distrusts, Meegan suggests that
fairness and equality are key elements
missing in today’s society.

Capital Gains

Business and Politics in TwentiethCentury America
Edited by Richard R. John
& Kim Phillips-Fein

Hagley Perspectives on Business and
Culture
March 2019 312pp
9780812224481 £21.99 PB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Recent events have driven a
tremendous surge of interest in the
political power of business. Capital
Gains collects some of the most
innovative new work in the ﬁeld, with
each chapter explore the inﬂuence of
business on American politics in the
twentieth century at the federal, state,
and municipal levels.

Collaborators for
Emancipation

Colonial Ecology, Atlantic
Economy

May 2019 216pp
9780252083556 £21.99 NIP

Early American Studies
May 2019 288pp 8 illus.
9780812251272 £37.00 HB

Abraham Lincoln and Owen Lovejoy
William F. Moore
& Jane Ann Moore
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Their multifaceted work of history and
biography reveals how Lincoln
embraced the radical idea of
emancipation, and how Lovejoy
shaped his own radicalism to wield the
pragmatic political tools needed to
reach that ultimate goal, analyzing the
strategies and systems of belief each
brought to the epic controversies of
their time.

Transforming Nature in Early
New England
Strother Roberts

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Roberts argues that colonial New
England was an integral part of
England’s expanding imperial
economy. Colonial Ecology, Atlantic
Economy shows how the extraction of
each commodity had an impact on the
New England landscape, creating a
new colonial ecology inextricably tied
to the broader trans-Atlantic economy
beyond it shores

Covenant Brothers

Evangelicals, Jews, and U.S.-Israeli
Relations
Daniel G. Hummel
June 2019 352pp
9780812251401 £41.00 HB

Crime and Punishment in
the Jim Crow South

Edited by Amy Wood & Natalie Ring

April 2019 248pp
9780252084195 £20.99 PB
9780252042409 £82.00 HB

Deported Americans

Life after Deportation to Mexico
Beth C. Caldwell
April 2019 248pp
9781478003908 £19.99 PB
9781478003601 £79.00 HB

Wood and Ring present nine
groundbreaking essays about the
carceral system and its development
over time in the Jim Crow era. These
essays tell nuanced stories of rapidly
changing state institutions, political
leaders who sought to manage them,
and African Americans who appealed
to the regulatory state to protect their
rights.

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Ending the Civil War and
Consequences for Congress

Everyday Crimes

Fashion and Beauty in the
Time of Asia

Perspectives on the History of Congress,
1801–1877
May 2019 184pp
9780821423370 £27.99 HB

August 2019 400pp
9781479869619 £32.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Weaving together the stories of
activists, American Jewish leaders, and
Israeli oﬃcials in the wake of the
establishment of the State of Israel in
1948, Covenant Brothers portrays the
dramatic rise of evangelical Christian
Zionism as it gained prominence in
American politics and international
relations after World War II.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Legal scholar and former public
defender Beth C. Caldwell tells the
story of dozens of immigrants who
were deported from the United
States—the only country they have
ever known—to Mexico, tracking the
harmful consequences of deportation
for those on both sides of the border.

Disrupting Kinship

Transnational Politics of Korean
Adoption in the United States
Kimberly D. McKee

Asian American Experience
March 2019 250pp
9780252084058 £20.99 PB
9780252042287 £82.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Since the Korean War began, Western
families have adopted more than
200,000 Korean children. McKee
examines the growth of the neocolonial, multi-million dollar global
industry that shaped these families
and commodiﬁed children, building a
market that allowed Americans to
create families at the expense of
loving, biological ties between
Koreans.

Cover image

forthcoming

Edited by Paul Finkelman
& Donald R. Kennon

OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS

In Ending the Civil War and
Consequences for Congress,
contributors explore how the end of
the American Civil War both continued
the trauma of the conﬂict and
enhanced the potential for the new
birth of freedom that Lincoln promised
in the Gettysburg Address.

Violence and Civil Rights in Early
America
Kelly A. Ryan
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

In Everyday Crimes author Kelly A.
Ryan tells the story of legally and
socially dependent people—free and
enslaved African Americans, married
white women, and servants—who
resisted violence in Massachusetts and
New York despite lacking formal
protection through the legal system.

Edited by S. Heijin Heijin Lee,
Christina H. Moon
& Thuy Linh Nguyen Tu

NYU Series in Social and Cultural
Analysis
June 2019 320pp
9781479892846 £23.99 PB
9781479892150 £74.00 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Considers the role of bodily aesthetics
in the shaping of Asian modernities
and the formation of the so-called
“Asian Century.” The contributors
consider American inﬂuence on plastic
surgery in Korea, Vietnamese debates
about “the fashionable,” and the
commitments demanded of those
who make and wear fast fashion.

Force and Freedom

Black Abolitionists and the Politics of
Violence
Kellie Carter Jackson

America in the Nineteenth Century
February 2019 256pp 10 illus.
9780812251159 £33.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Carter Jackson takes readers beyond
the honorable politics of moral suasion
and the romanticism of the
Underground Railroad and into an
exploration of the agonizing decisions,
strategies, and actions of the black
abolitionists who, though lacking an
oﬃcial political voice, were
nevertheless responsible for
instigating monumental social and
political change.

Cover image

forthcoming

Franklin D. Roosevelt
The War Years, 1939-1945
Roger Daniels
March 2019 680pp
9780252084270 £19.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Relying on FDR’s own words and
eyewitness accounts of the man and
his accomplishments, Daniels reveals a
chief executive orchestrating an
immense wartime eﬀort. A compelling
reconsideration of the president and
campaigner, this volume provides new
views and vivid insights about a
towering ﬁgure— and six years that
changed the world.

Imagining Seattle

Social Values in Urban Governance
Serin D. Houston

Our Sustainable Future
May 2019 276pp 4 maps
9780803248755 £37.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Houston uses Seattle to shed light on
how ideas about environmentalism,
privilege, oppression, and economic
growth have become entwined in
contemporary discourse and practice
in American cities whilst urging us to
consider the necessity of developing
eﬀective conditions for sustainability,
creativity, and social justice in this era
of increasing urbanization.

Free and Natural

Nudity and the American Cult of the
Body
Sarah Schrank

Nature and Culture in America
July 2019 288pp 48 illus.
9780812251425 £33.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Free and Natural explores the cultural
history of nudity and its impact on
ideas about the body and the
environment from the early twentieth
century to the present. Schrank argues
that American nudist practice has
largely been about reformulating
humans’ relation to nature in the
modern, industrialized world.

In the Heat of the Summer

The New York Riots of 1964 and the
War on Crime
Michael W. Flamm

Politics and Culture in Modern America
April 2019 368pp 21 illus.
9780812224351 £21.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

In this gripping narrative of the 1964
Harlem Riots, Flamm draws on
personal interviews and archives to
move briskly from the streets of New
York to the corridors of the White
House. This book spotlights the
extraordinary drama of a single week
when peaceful protests and violent
unrest intersected.

Hope and History

A Memoir of Tumultuous Times
William J. vanden Heuvel
Foreword by Douglas Brinkley
May 2019 296pp 21 b&w halftones
9781501738173 £22.99 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Hope and History is both a memoir
and a call-to-action for the renewal of
faith in democracy and America. US
Ambassador William J. vanden Heuvel
presents his most important public
speeches and writings, compiled and
presented over eight decades of
adventure and public service.

Hostile Heartland

Racism, Repression, and Resistance in
the Midwest
Brent M.S. Campney
June 2019 264pp
9780252084300 £21.99 PB
9780252042492 £82.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Drawing on cutting-edge methodology
and a wealth of documentary
evidence, Campney analyzes the
institutionalized white eﬀorts to assert
and maintain dominance over African
Americans. Though rooted in the past,
white violence evolved into a
fundamentally modern phenomenon,
driven by technologies such as
newspapers, photographs,
automobiles, and telephones.

In Union There Is Strength

Inn Civility

America in the Nineteenth Century
February 2019 296pp 9 illus.
9780812251111 £41.00 HB

Early American Places
April 2019 304pp
9781479864928 £27.99 HB

Philadelphia in the Age of Urban
Consolidation
Andrew Heath

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

A bold new interpretation of a crucial
period in Philadelphia’s history, Heath
examines the American city in the
decades on either side of the
American Civil War, following
Philadelphia’s fortunes as
industrialization, immigration, and
population growth turned a
Jacksonian-era port into a Gilded Age
metropolis containing nearly a million
people.

Urban Taverns and Early American
Civil Society
Vaughn Scribner

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Inn Civility exhibits how colonists’
struggles to emulate their British
homeland ultimately impelled the
creation of an American republic. In
striving to create a monarchical society
based upon tenets of civility, order,
and liberty, colonists inadvertently
created a political society that the
founders would rely upon for their
visions of a republican America.

Cover image
forthcoming

Looking at the Stars

Black Celebrity Journalism in
Jim Crow America
Carrie Teresa
June 2019 288pp 6 illus.
9780803299924 £41.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

With a combination of in-depth
interviews with contemporary black
writers and discourse analysis of the
entertainment content of the period’s
most widely read black newspapers,
Looking at the Stars explores the
meaning of celebrity as expressed by
black journalists writing against the
backdrop of Jim Crow–era segregation.

Moral Victories in the Battle
for Congress

Cultural Conservatism and the House
GOP
Marty Cohen

American Governance: Politics, Policy,
and Public Law
April 2019 320pp 39 illus.
9780812251234 £58.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Chronicles the political phenomenon
of Christan Conservatism in U.S.
politics, a story not only of the growing
importance of moral issues but also of
the way party coalitions change, and
how this particular change began with
religiously motivated activists
determined to restore traditional
morality to the country.

Postcolonial Grief

Power-Lined

January 2019 200pp
9781478002932 £18.99 PB
9781478001355 £74.00 HB

July 2019 276pp 8 photos, 16 illus.,
1 map
9781496203663 £37.00 HB

The Afterlives of the Pacific Wars in
the Americas
Jinah Kim

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Jinah Kim explores Asian and Asian
American texts from 1945 to the
present that mourn the loss of those
killed by U.S. empire building and
militarism in the Paciﬁc, showing how
the refusal to heal from imperial
violence may help generate a
transformative antiracist and
decolonial politics.

Electricity, Landscape, and the
American Mind
Daniel L. Wuebben

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Wuebben weaves together a sweeping
investigation of the varied inﬂuence of
overhead wires on the American
landscape and mind. Power-Lined
exposes the subtle inﬂuences wrought
by the wiring of the nation and shows
that perceptions of overhead lines
may be key in progressing toward
a more sustainable energy future.

New Perspectives on the
Union War

Pocahontas and the
English Boys

The North’s Civil War
June 2019 272pp
9780823284535 £27.99 PB
9780823284542 £103.00 HB

March 2019 240pp
9781479825820 £19.99 HB

Edited by Gary W. Gallagher
& Elizabeth R. Varon

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

The essays in this volume provides a
more nuanced understanding of what
Union meant in the Civil War North by
demonstrating that while there was a
broad consensus that the war was
fought for the cause of Union, there
was bitter disagreement over how to
deﬁne that cause.

Presidents, Battles, and
Must-See Civil War
Destinations

Exploring a Kentucky Divided
Cameron M. Ludwick
& Blair Thomas Hess
Photographs by Elliott Hess
March 2019 104pp
9780253038968 £12.99 PB
9780253038975 £54.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Ludwick and Hess make planning a trip
to historic Kentucky easy by exploring
the history and stories behind each
major site and highlighting nearby
attractions you won’t want to miss.
Includes step-by-step guidelines and
exclusive tips on sites, monuments,
and attractions.

Caught between Cultures in Early
Virginia
Karen Ordahl Kupperman
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

In Pocahontas and the English Boys,
the esteemed historian Karen Ordahl
Kupperman shifts the lens on the wellknown narrative of Virginia’s founding
to reveal the previously untold and
utterly compelling story of the youths
who, often unwillingly, entered into
cross-cultural relationships—and
became essential for the colony’s
survival.

Properties of Empire

Indians, Colonists, and Land
Speculators on the New England
Frontier
Ian Saxine

Early American Places
April 2019 320pp
9781479832125 £27.99 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Properties of Empire is a fascinating
history of a contested frontier, where
struggles over landownership brought
Native Americans and English colonists
together in surprising ways to preserve
Indigenous territory. Author Iane
Saxine shows how so many colonists
came to believe their prosperity
depended on acknowledging
Indigenous land rights.

Cover image

Cover image

forthcoming

forthcoming

Quarters

Queer Faith

June 2019 312pp 20 b&w halftones,
3 maps
9781501736605 £37.00 HB

Sexual Cultures
August 2019 344pp
9781479840861 £27.99 PB
9781479871872 £82.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

When Americans declared
independence in 1776, they cited King
George III “for quartering large bodies
of armed troops among us.” In
Quarters, John Gilbert McCurdy
explores the social and political history
behind charge, oﬀering an
authoritative account of the housing
of British soldiers in America.

Putting premodern theology and
poetry in dialogue with contemporary
theory and politics, Queer Faith
reassess the view that a modern
veneration of sexual monogamy and
ﬁdelity ﬁnds its roots in Protestant
thought. It examines works of the
prehistory of monogamy to show that
writing assumed to promote ﬁdelity in
fact articulates the aﬀordances of
promiscuity.

Reading for Reform

Redskins

The Accommodation of the British
Army and the Coming of the
American Revolution
John Gilbert McCurdy

The Social Work of Literature in the
Progressive Era
Laura R. Fisher

March 2019 304pp
9781517903831 £21.99 PB
9781517903824 £93.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

Putting social reform institutions at the
center of literary and cultural analysis,
this book is an unprecedented
examination of class-bridging reform
and U.S. literary history during the
very years that modernist authors
were proclaiming art’s autonomy from
concepts of social utility.

Reading Promiscuity and Race in the
Secular Love Tradition
Melissa E. Sanchez

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Insult and Brand
C. Richard King

March 2019 258pp 11 photos, 1 illus.
9781496213471 £14.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

By examining the history of the
Washington Redskin’s name and the of
its use today, King shows how the
ongoing struggle over the team name
raises important questions about how
white Americans perceive American
Indians, about the cultural power of
consumer brands, and about
continuing obstacles to inclusion and
equality.

Racial Immanence

Racism Postrace

Chicanx Bodies beyond
Representation
Marissa K. López

Edited by Roopali Mukherjee,
Sarah Banet-Weiser
& Herman Gray

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Racial Immanence explores the how,
why and what of contemporary
Chicanxculture, including punk rock,
literary ﬁction, and photography.
López attempts to unravel a Gordian
knot at the center of the study of race:
loosening the constraints that the
politics of racial representation put on
interpretive methods and on our
understanding of race itself.

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

The contributors to Racism Postrace
theorize and examine the persistent
concept of post-race in examples
ranging from Pharrell Williams's
“Happy” to public policy debates,
showing how proclamations of a postracial society can normalize modes of
racism and obscure structural
antiblackness.

Relation of Virginia

Remaking the Rust Belt

August 2019 208pp
9781479813902 £21.99 PB
9781479807727 £74.00 HB

A Boy’s Memoir of Life with the
Powhatans and the Patawomecks
Henry Spelman
& Karen Ordahl Kupperman
March 2019 96pp
9781479872213 £11.99 PB
9781479835195 £11.99 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

This is a memoir of one of America’s
ﬁrst adventurers, a young boy who
acted as a link between the
Jamestown colonists and the
Patawomecks and Powhatans. A
unique primary document, this book
illuminates the beginnings of English
America and tells us about how the
Chesapeake Algonquians viewed the
English invaders.

July 2019 376pp 11 illus.
9781478001805 £21.99 PB
9781478001386 £21.99 PB

The Postindustrial Transformation of
North America
Tracy Neumann

American Business, Politics, and Society
April 2019 280pp 22 illus.
9780812224382 £19.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

This book recounts how
postindustrialism came with high
costs. Neumann provides a fresh
narrative on the decline of basic
industry, instead arguing one in which
local political and business elites
pursued postindustrial urban vision
and, in the process, abandoned their
social democratic goals and created
further inequality for urban residents.

Cover image
forthcoming

“Right Makes Might”

Proverbs and the American Worldview
Wolfgang Mieder
May 2019 344pp
9780253040350 £28.99 PB
9780253040343 £79.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

In this collection, famed scholar of
proverbs Wolfgang Mieder explores
the multifaceted use and function of
proverbs through the history of the
United States, from their early
beginnings up through their use by
todays well-known politicians,
including Barack Obama, Hillary
Rodham Clinton, and Bernie Sanders.

The Art of Protest

Culture and Activism from the Civil
Rights Movement to the Present
T. V. Reed

January 2019 528pp
9781517906221 £89.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

The Art of Protest, ﬁrst published in
2006, was hailed as an “essential”
introduction to progressive social
movements in the United States and
praised for its “ﬂuid writing style” and
“well-informed and insightful”
contribution (Choice Magazine). Now
thoroughly revised and updated, this
new edition of T. V. Reed’s acclaimed
work oﬀers engaging accounts of 10
key progressive movements in postwar
America.

Smugglers, Pirates, and
Patriots

Taking the Land to Make
the City

Early American Studies
June 2019 368pp 15 illus.
9780812251388 £37.00 HB

March 2019 448pp
9781477317839 £33.00 HB

Free Trade in the Age of Revolution
Tyson Reeder

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

This book delineates the diﬀerences
between the British and Portuguese
Empires in their approaches to tumult
during the Age of Revolution,
contending with those who sought to
trade outside the conﬁnes of imperial
law. Reeder shows how Brazil and the
United States became fellow slave
powers rather than fellow republics.

The Birth of a Nation

The Cinematic Past in the Present
Edited by Michael T Martin

August 2019 344pp
9780253042354 £15.99 PB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Over 100 years since it premiered on
cinema screens, D. W. Griﬃth’s
controversial photoplay, The Birth of a
Nation, continues to have relevance
for race relations in the US. This work
challenges the idea the US has moved
beyond racial problems and highlights
the role of ﬁlm and representation in
the continued struggle for equality.

A Bicoastal History of North America
Mary P. Ryan
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

The history of the USA is often told as
a movement westward, beginning at
the Atlantic coast and following
farmers across the continent. In this
title, however, Ryan shows that
cities—speciﬁcally San Francisco and
Baltimore—played an equally
important role in the formation of the
USA and Mexico.

The Cattle Kings

Legendary Ranchers of the Old West
Lewis Atherton
Foreword by Timothy Lehman
May 2019 337pp
9780253039019 £15.99 PB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Cowboys, gunslingers, and
superpowered marshals dominate
ﬁctionalized accounts of the American
West, but they were minor ﬁgures in
the true history of the region. In this
title Atherton restores the leading role
to the cattlemen—the genuine
adventurers who opened the plains,
built empires, and brought prosperity,
law, and order to the West.

The Afterlife of Reproductive
Slavery
Biocapitalism and Black Feminism’s
Philosophy of History
Alys Eve Weinbaum
March 2019 296pp 4 illus.
9781478002840 £20.99 PB
9781478001768 £83.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Alys Eve Weinbaum investigates the
continuing resonances of Atlantic
slavery in the cultures and politics of
human reproduction that characterize
contemporary capitalism, showing
how black feminist thought oﬀers the
best means through which to
understand the myriad ways slavery
continues to haunt the present.

The Chinese and the
Iron Road

Building the Transcontinental
Railroad
Edited by Gordon H. Chang
& Shelley Fisher Fishkin
Asian America
April 2019 528pp
9781503609242 £23.99 PB
9781503608290 £74.00 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

This landmark volume sheds light on
the lives and experiences of the
Chinese workers who made up 90% of
the workforce that built the Central
Paciﬁc Railroad—but who have been
little understood and largely invisible
in traditional accounts of the building
of the First Transcontinental Railroad.

The Closet and the Cul-de-Sac
The Politics of Sexual Privacy in
Northern California
Clayton Howard

Politics and Culture in Modern America
March 2019 400pp 21 illus.
9780812251241 £37.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Howard chronicles the rise of sexual
privacy as a fulcrum of American
cultural politics. The Closet and the
Cul-de-Sac oﬀers speciﬁc examples of
the ways in which government policies
shaped many Americans’ attitudes
about sexuality and privacy and the
ways in which citizens mobilized to
reshape them.

The Practice of Citizenship

Black Politics and Print Culture in the
Early United States
Derrick R. Spires

January 2019 368pp 10 illus.
9780812250800 £41.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Spires examines the parallel
development of early black print
culture and legal and cultural
understandings of U.S. citizenship,
beginning in 1787, with the framing of
the federal Constitution and the
founding of the Free African Society,
and ending in 1861, with the onset of
the Civil War.

The Varieties of Nonreligious
Experience

The Workfare State

Secular Studies
July 2019 304pp
9781479884520 £23.99 PB
9781479874200 £74.00 HB

American Governance: Politics, Policy,
and Public Law
March 2019 336pp
9780812224443 £23.99 NIP

Atheism in American Culture
Jerome P. Baggett

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book recounts what atheists have
to say about their own lives and
viewpoints. Drawing on questionnaires
and interviews with over 500
American atheists, Baggett uncovers
what they think about morality, what
gives meaning to their lives, how they
feel about religious people, and what
they think and know about religion
itself.

Public Assistance Politics from the
New Deal to the New Democrats
Eva Bertram

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

Bertram challenges the conventional
understanding of the development of
modern public assistance policy, as she
recounts the history of the evolving
social contract from the 1930s to the
present to show how a need-based
entitlement was replaced with a workconditioned safety net, heightening
the economic vulnerability of many
poor families.

The Spanish Craze

America’s Fascination with the
Hispanic World, 1779–1939
Richard L. Kagan

March 2019 640pp 8 color plates,
50 photos, 40 illus., 2 maps
9781496207722 £33.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

The Spanish Craze is the compelling
story of the centuries-long fascination
with the history, literature, art, culture,
and architecture of Spain in the United
States. Kagan oﬀers a stunningly
revisionist understanding of the origins
of hispanidad in America, tracing its
origins from the Early Republic to the
New Deal.

Troublemakers

Students’ Rights and Racial Justice in
the Long 1960s
Kathryn Schumaker
July 2019 288pp
9781479875139 £37.00 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

In the late 1960s, protests led by
students roiled high schools across the
country. Troublemakers traces the
history of black and Chicano student
protests, showcasing the stories of
individual protesters and
demonstrating how their actions
contributed to the eventual
recognition of the constitutional rights
of all students.

The Strange Careers of the
Jim Crow North

Segregation and Struggle outside of
the South
Edited by Brian Purnell
With Komozi Woodard
& Jeanne Theoharis
April 2019 352pp
9781479820337 £23.99 PB
9781479801312 £74.00 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

This title is an inquiry into the system
of institutionalized racism created by
Northern Jim Crow. Liberalism, rather
than lighting the way to vanquish the
darkness of the Jim Crow North gave
racism new and complex places to
hide.

Whom We Shall Welcome

Italian Americans and Immigration
Reform, 1945-1965
Danielle Battisti
March 2019 352pp
9780823284382 £27.99 PB
9780823284399 £112.00 HB
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

Battisiti examines World War II
immigration of Italians to the U.S. and
the prejudice they faced on arrival in
this understudied period in Italian
immigration history. This book makes
signiﬁcant contributions to histories of
migration and ethnicity, post-World
War II liberalism, and immigration
policy.

